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Abstract

A multi-level approach is presented to assess the ability of several popular dis-
persion corrected density functionals (M06-2X, CAM-B3LYP-D3, BLYP-D3 and
B3LYP-D3) to reliably describe two-body interaction potential energy surfaces (IPESs).
To this end, the automated Picky procedure (Cacelli et al., J. Comp. Chem. 2012,
33, 1055) was exploited, which consists in parameterizing specific intermolecular
force fields through an iterative approach, based on the comparison with quantum
mechanical data. For each of the tested functionals, the resulting force field was em-
ployed in classical Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations, performed on
systems of up to one thousand molecules in ambient conditions, to calculate a num-
ber of condensed phase properties. The comparison of the resulting structural and
dynamic properties with experimental data, allows us to assess the quality of each
IPES, and consequently, even the quality of the DFT functionals. The methodology
is tested on the benzene dimer, commonly used as benchmark molecule, prototype
of aromatic interactions. The best results were obtained with the CAM-B3LYP-D3
functional. Beside assessing the reliability of DFT functionals in describing aro-
matic IPESs, this work provides a further step toward a robust protocol for the
derivation of sound force field parameters from quantum mechanical data. This
method can be relevant in all those cases where standard force fields fail in giving
accurate predictions.
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1 Introduction

Classical simulation methods, as Monte Carlo (MC) or Molecular Dynamics (MD) have

become one of the most popular computational techniques to investigate the properties of

advanced materials and biologically relevant systems. Undoubtedly,1,2 the key ingredient

of all simulation methods is the force field (FF), i.e. a collection of analytical functions

aimed to describe the energy of the simulated system as a function of the positions of its

nuclei. Consequently, the reliability of the description achieved by simulations strongly

depends on the FF quality, which is in turn determined by the chosen functional form

and by the set of parameters included in the selected analytical functions.3–8 As a matter

of fact, it is in the FF parameters that the chemical identity of the system under study is

encoded.

The majority of popular FFs are parameterized3,9–15 towards experimental and/or

quantum mechanical (QM) data for a well determined molecular type, thus describing

classes of compounds in an averaged way. On the one hand, the main advantage of such

procedure is the possibility of transferring the FF parameters to similar molecules that

were not initially included in the training set. On the other hand, accuracy problems may

arise when the system of interest is characterized by chemical and/or physical features

different from those of the original training set employed in parameterization.

One possible route to overcome these lacks is to specifically re-parameterize only some

terms of the adopted FF, such as, for instance, torsional terms or point charges. A more

drastic possibility is to abandon the idea of transferability in favor of FFs specific for the

system under study. Following this idea, in the past decade several automated protocols

have been proposed16–25 to obtain FFs purposely tailored for molecule under investiga-

tion. In particular, as recently pointed out by Grimme,26 there is a growing attention

to novel parameterization strategies, based solely on QM data, capable of yielding very

accurate FFs.4,17,19,23–36 Despite the rather large number of different strategies, there are

only few protocols, up to our knowledge, capable to parameterize specific FFs (both in-

tramolecular and intermolecular) to be used in condensed phase simulations. Indeed, most

of the proposed procedures17,21,23,24 focus on the parameterization of the intramolecular

part of the FF, deriving the parameters for the bonded interactions (e.g. stretching and
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bending terms) from QM data computed on the isolated molecule. Only very recently,

a more complete method was proposed by Grimme,26 whose work aims to parameterize

the whole FF (i.e. intramolecular and intermolecular parameters) from QM data with an

automated procedure. Notwithstanding the protocol appears to be robust and promising,

its performances in condensed phase simulations have still to be tested.

A slightly different route was developed some years ago by our group. Protocols

for FF parameterization based solely on QM data were proposed separately for the in-

tramolecular17,18 and the intermolecular4,27 parts and thereafter used in the calculation of

thermodynamic and transport properties of a benchmark liquid crystalline compound.30

More specifically, this quantum mechanically derived force field (QMD-FF17) succeeded

in accurately predicting the liquid crystal phases and transition temperatures, a result

usually out of the reach of conventional FFs.37 More recently,19 we have implemented a

more robust protocol, capable to yield accurate FF parameters from QM data, for both

the intramolecular and intermolecular contributions. In fact, following the suggestions

of Akin-Ojo and coworkers,25 the intermolecular FF parameters were obtained by an au-

tomated iterative approach,19 aimed to minimize the difference between the interaction

potential energy surfaces (IPESs) obtained by QM calculations and employing the QMD-

FF. Such a protocol was implemented in the Picky19 code, and thereafter validated for

pyridine, where the comparison of simulated thermodynamic, structural and transport

properties with their experimental counterparts, yielded and overall good agreement.

The validation of reliable and specific parameterization routes, solely based on QM

information, shifts the problem to the definition of the most appropriate QM method,

whose primary requirement is a well balanced combination of accuracy and computa-

tional cost. Indeed, Hessian matrix calculations (needed for the intramolecular part) and

complex IPES scans (for the intermolecular term) are often required for a given param-

eterization route, and the computational cost rapidly increase along with the molecular

dimensions. Furthermore, when dispersion interactions are involved, as those leading to

the stacking patterns common in aromatic pairs, the situation is even more complicated,

as cheap QM methods might not ensure the required accuracy. A solution may come

from density functional theory (DFT), where the dispersion corrected functionals38,39
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have become very popular tools to investigate non covalent interactions. Unfortunately,

the quality of the description severely depends on the chosen combination of functional,

basis set and/or correction scheme.38–44 Many of such combinations have been tested

vs. high quality post-SCF methods, as for instance Coupled Cluster of singles, doubles

and perturbative triples, extrapolated to the complete basis set limit (CCSD(T)/CBS),

often termed the gold standard of quantum chemistry.45 However, up to our knowledge,

most of these validations were limited to few geometrical arrangements, or performed on

benchmark sets of molecules. From these studies it appears that the performances of a

given functional may significantly depend on the target dimer and even on its spatial

arrangement.43,46–48 This last observation suggests that it would be advisable to evaluate

the performances of a given combination of functional/basis set onto larger portions of

the dimer IPES, rather than benchmarking it over few, a priori selected conformers. This

point seems particularly crucial for non-covalent complexes, where the magnitude and

nature of the interaction forces may lead to relevant populations of a large number of

different arrangements in condensed phase, even at room temperature.

The aforementioned Picky program19 allowed us to obtain a significant sample of

geometrical arrangements of the dimers, that was then used to parameterize an inter-

molecular FF built on LJ and Coulomb functions. In previous works4,19,30 the reference

QM IPES for aromatic pairs was computed through wave function theory (WFT) cal-

culations. In the present work we couple the Picky parameterization procedure with

dispersion corrected DFT-D descriptions of the IPES, with the aim of assessing the relia-

bility of the considered DFT functionals in yielding accurate bulk properties. To be more

precise, the accuracy of the bulk properties is used as a criterion for the quality of the

FF. However, as the FF has been fitted onto the QM sampled energies, this criterion can

be extended to the QM method employed, once a tight correspondence between QM and

QMD-FF energies is assessed and the sampled geometrical arrangements can be consid-

ered adequate. In any case, two important remarks should be made at this point. First,

it is clear that the simple functional forms employed in the FF (LJ + Coulomb), may

undermine a precise correspondence between the FF and the QM IPES. Moreover, as the

Picky protocol is essentially based on dimer IPES sampling, the FF energy is purely
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two body, neglecting three body effects on the bulk properties. However, in the recent

work of McDaniel and Schmidt33 it has been shown that the three-body contributions to

the interaction energy is ∼ 2-5% and that its effect on the bulk density is a lowering of

about 5%. On the same trend, a repulsive three-body contribution was computed for the

benzene crystal lattice energy,49 amounting to ∼ 7%.

The consequence of these two drawbacks (simple form of FF and pure two-body po-

tential) is that the above statement about the correspondence between QM data and

bulk properties, has to be moved to the following weaker assertion. The accuracy of the

computed bulk properties is surely linked to the quality of the QM IPES, although a pre-

cise correspondence is not possible, even if, as we shall see below, it is evident how some

features of the QM IPES are connected with the theoretical value of the bulk density.

Considering the large amount of required calculations, the smallest prototype of aro-

matic interaction was selected as a test case, i.e. the benzene molecule. Moreover, beside

the many experimental50–59 and computational4,5, 60–74,74–78 data available for comparison,

the benzene molecule was already considered by us for QM based FF parameterization.4

This allows us for a more thorough validation of the revised Picky procedure here pre-

sented.

2 Parameterization routes

The QMD-FF parameterization protocols employed in this work are illustrated in Figure

1.

The basic idea substanding QMD-FF parameterization is to represent both the QM

PES of the isolated target molecule and the IPES of its homo-dimer through purposely

chosen analytical functions, suitable for classical MD simulations. To ease this task,

the standard partition of the total FF energy (EFFtot) for a system composed of Nmol

molecules can be invoked, i.e.

EFFtot =
Nmol
∑

M=1

EFFintra

M (b̄, θ̄, φ̄, r̄intra) +
Nmol
∑

A=1

Nmol
∑

B>A

EFFinter

AB (r̄AB) (1)

where EFFintra

M is the intra-molecular FF contribution driving the flexibility of molecule

M th and depends on a collection of its internal coordinates as bonds (b̄), angles (θ̄),
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the parameterization protocols adopted for QMD-FFs. Top (brown) panel: QM

calculations required for QMD-FF parameterization. The red (left) and blue (right) colors indicate if the

QM data concern either intramolecular or intermolecular features, respectively. Bottom (green) panel:

different parameterization routes that eventually lead to MD simulations: intramolecular parameteriza-

tion (left) performed with the Joyce method17,18 and intermolecular parameterization obtained through

the Picky19 method (route I or II, see text).

dihedrals (φ̄) or intramolecular distances (r̄intra). EFFinter

AB is instead the (two-body) inter-

molecular part, which accounts for the interaction energy between molecules A and B,

and it is a function of the set of distances r̄AB between all interaction sites of molecule A

and those of molecule B.

Within this energy partition, the parameterization of EFFintra (highlightened in red in

the left side of Figure 1) is achieved exploiting the Joyce method, previously developed

in our group,17,18 whereas the intermolecular parameters defining EFFinter (evidenced in

blue, right side of Figure 1) are obtained through the Picky approach. Least-squares

linear (Joyce ) and not linear (Picky ) fitting procedures are performed, both aimed

to minimize the difference between QM and QMD-FF computed data. As far as the

intermolecular parameterization is concerned, two possible routes are illustrated in Figure

1 and, more in detail, in Figure 2. Route I was recently19 implemented by us, and employed

to parameterize a QMD-FF for the pyridine molecule. Notwithstanding the automated
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protocol encoded in the Picky software is described in detail in Ref. [19], for the sake of

clarity a brief outline of Picky ’s route I is also given in the Supporting Information.

Despite the rather good results achieved,19 route I is here further improved, handling

the partition between EFFintra and EFFinter in a slightly more accurate manner, with the

aim of enforcing the one-to-one correspondence between QM and FF energies. In fact, a

possible source of inaccuracy arises from that fact that the sampling in route I is performed

over MD trajectories. Since during MD simulations all the interaction sites are moved,

Figure 2: Picky parameterization routes I (left) and II (right). Route I was adopted in Ref.,19 whereas

route II is implemented in the present work.

the monomers forming the sorted dimers are displaced from the equilibrium geometry

obtained in vacuo. As a consequence, the calculation of ∆Einter over such dimers should

be taken with care, as the definitions of intermolecular and binding energy differ. Indeed,

the binding energy ∆Ebind between a pair of molecules A and B is defined as

∆Ebind = EAB − (E0
A + E0

B) (2)

where EAB is the dimer total energy and E0
A/B is the energy of the isolated A/B monomer
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at its equilibrium geometry, obtained in vacuo. The intermolecular energy ∆Einter com-

puted during Picky route I is instead

∆Einter = EAB − (EA + EB) (3)

where EAB is again the dimer energy, but EA/B is the energy of the isolated monomer

A/B at the geometry adopted in the dimer. Therefore, from equations (2) and (3),

∆Einter = ∆Ebind
− (∆Eintra

A +∆Eintra
B ) (4)

with

∆Eintra
M = EM − E0

M ; M = A,B (5)

Hence, when computed over a set of MD sampled dimers, ∆Einter includes a relax-

ation/distortion term ∆Eintra
A/B of monomer A (or B), due to the AB complex formation,

which depends explicitly on the monomers internal coordinates. Given the FF partition

described by equation (1), and considering that the EFFintra contribution is derived from

QM data computed on the isolated monomers (see also Supporting Information), it would

be preferable to parameterize the EFFinter over a QM IPES which does not include any

source of intramolecular energy, as the ∆Eintra
A/B term.

The alternative route II proposed here satisfies this requisite, as it is based on MC

simulations, performed with trial moves that only alter the molecule’s relative spatial

disposition, without attempting to displace their internal geometry. Since the latter is

fixed to the QM equilibrium geometry of the isolated monomers (the same employed

for the Joyce intramolecular parameterization), ∆Eintra
A/B vanishes, causing ∆Einter and

∆Ebind to coincide.

Picky ’s route II is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2, and can be summarized

as follows:

α) A reliable starting set of intermolecular parameters is assigned to the target molecule

and a MC simulation is carried out in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT), in

standard conditions (usually 298 K and 1 atm). Molecules may translate and rotate,

but no change in the initial internal geometry of each monomer is permitted.
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β) Following the Picky automated procedure,19 several dimers are extracted from the

equilibrated MC conformation, and used for a QM calculation of ∆Einter.

γ) The QMD-FF parameters are obtained by minimizing the difference between the

QM computed dimer energies (∆Einter) and those obtained by means of QMD-FF

intermolecular term (EFFinter). Differently from route I, both terms only depend

from the distance between monomers and their relative orientation, whereas no

explicit dependence of the system energy over internal coordinates is contained in

the EFFintra and ∆Eintra
A/B , which are not involved in the parameterization route.

δ) The resulting QMD-FF is again employed in MC runs and the procedure iteratively

repeated until some convergence criterion is satisfied.

Finally, as evidenced in the right panel of Figure 1, the final QMD-FF intermolecular

parameters are eventually coupled to the Joyce intramolecular term and MD simulations

can be carried out for a more realistic flexible system.

3 Computational Details

3.1 Intramolecular FF

The intra-molecular FF term EFFintra for the benzene molecule was set once and for all

by the Joyce protocol, as described in the Supporting Information. In consideration of

benzene’s aromatic structure, the Joyce procedure17,18 was applied by choosing a totally

harmonic FF, based on stretching, bending and harmonic dihedrals (see equations (S1)-

(S4) in the Supporting Information). The only required QM data in this case are the

benzene optimized geometry in vacuo and the corresponding Hessian matrix. Both these

quantities were computed through a suitable DFT functional, namely B3LYP coupled with

the Dunning’s correlation consistent basis set, cc-pVDz. Both geometry optimization and

Hessian calculations were performed with theGaussian09 package.79 The same software

was employed for all the intermolecular QM calculations described in the following.
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3.2 Intermolecular FF

The intermolecular energy ∆Einter between a pair of benzene molecules was computed,

according to equation (3), with both WFT and DFT methods.

In the first case, as already done in previous parameterizations performed by us on

aromatic molecules,4,19,30 we resort to Hobza’s suggestion65 to describe non-covalent in-

teractions through second order Möller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), yet coupled

with a purposely modified basis sets. Indeed, the adoption of rather small basis sets

(e.g. 6-31G* or cc-pVDz), whose heavy atom polarization exponents have been modi-

fied with respect to their original values, was found4,19,65,80,81 to correct the well known

over-binding found for aromatic complexes when MP2 is employed with large basis sets,

confirming the critical role of the basis set in such kind of calculations, recently reviewed

by Hobza and coworkers .82 For the benzene dimer, the polarization exponent for the Car-

bon atoms was set to 0.25,65 and the resulting basis set therefore labeled 6-31G*(0.25).

Finally, considering the reduced dimensions of the basis set employed, the Counterpoise

(CP) correction83 was applied to handle the basis set superposition error (BSSE).

As far as the DFT calculations are concerned, several combinations of functionals/basis

sets were tested. In first place, the same level of theory employed in the intramolecular

parameterization was considered. To take into account dispersion interactions, the D3

empirical correction term proposed by Grimme84 was applied to the chosen functional

(therefore labeled B3LYP-D3/cc-pVDz). As for MP2, the CP correction was applied

in consideration of the small basis set adopted. Next, the M06-2X85 functional was

tested, coupled with the larger 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set. Following Truhlar’s sugges-

tions for non-covalent complexes,85 the CP correction was not applied in this case. Fi-

nally, the BLYP-D3 and CAM-B3LYP-D3 functionals were also tested, again employing

the 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set. In all cases where the D3 correction was applied, the

original parameters developed by Grimme84 and implemented in the Gaussian09code79

were employed. Since these parameters were tuned with the large def2-QZVP basis set

(which could not be used herein in view of the large number of dimer calculations to

be performed), a preliminary validation of the quality of the results obtained with the

smaller cc-pVDz and 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis sets was carried out. Although in the original
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paper84 the dispersion correction was parameterized specifically for calculations without

CP correction, in consideration of the smaller basis sets here employed all calculations

were carried out with and without applying the CP scheme. The results (see Figure A

in the Supporting Information) indicate that all investigated energy curves, obtained by

applying the CP correction to the results obtained with the smaller basis sets are very

close to those i computed with the original procedure (i.e. with the very large def2-QZVP

basis set).

A standard formula is adopted to express the QMD-FF intermolecular term EFFinter

AB

reported in equation (1).

EFFinter

AB (r̄AB) =
NA
∑

i=1

NB
∑

j=1

[ELJ
ij (rij) + ECoul

ij (rij)] (6)

where NA (NB) is the number of interaction sites of A (B) molecules and i (j) is the ith

(jth) site of the molecule A (B). Finally, ELJ
ij and ECoul

ij are respectively a 12-6 Lennard-

Jones (LJ) potential and the charge-charge interaction, i.e.

ELJ
ij (rij) = 4ǫij





(

σij

rij

)12

−

(

σij

rij

)6


 ; ECoul
ij (rij) =

qiqj
rij

(7)

The values of the parameters (LJ and charges) defining equation (7) are obtained accord-

ing to the Picky original protocol,19 i.e. by minimizing the functional

I inter =

∑Ngeom

k=1 [(∆Einter
k − [EFFinter

AB ]k)
2]e−α∆Einter

k

∑Ngeom

k=1 e−α∆Einter
k

(8)

where the index k runs over the Ngeom considered dimer considered, while α a Boltzmann-

like weight. To systematically compare the different benchmarked functionals, thePicky pro-

tocol is adopted in all parameterizations as described in the following:

Step 0: A MC run is carried out in the NPT ensemble on a system of 216 benzene molecules,

at 1 atm and 298 K. The OPLS force-field parameters3,63 are chosen as starting set.

Step 1: From the MC equilibrated final conformation 50 different dimers are initially ex-

tracted, according to the original Picky sampling algorithm,19 among those whose

interaction energy EFFinter is less than 5 kJ/mol. The QM interaction energy ∆Einter
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is computed for all selected dimers as described above. Thereafter, the non-linear

fitting, performed by means of equation (8), is carried out allowing each parameter

to vary only by 10% of its initial value. The convergence criterion is evaluated

by estimating ∆P1 (see equation (S7) ) over a grid of 106 points. The new set

of intermolecular parameters is eventually employed to carry out a new MC-NPT

simulation run, in the same thermodynamic conditions as in Step 0.

Step 2: Two different filters are applied in the dimer extraction from the final configuration

of the previous MC run. The first 50 pairs are selected (attractive sampling) ap-

plying the usual Picky algorithm on dimers whose interaction energy is less than

-1.0 kJ/mol and whose distance is less than 10 Å. Additionally (repulsive sampling)

other 50 dimers are extracted by imposing their interaction energy to be larger than

-1.0 kJ/mol and their distance less then 8 Å. ∆Einter is computed with the chosen

functional for all 100 dimers, and the resulting values added to the QM database

created in the previous step. The latter (i.e. 150 dimers) is employed in the QMD-

FF parameterization, again performed constraining the maximum allowed variation

to 10%. The convergence is again checked through ∆P2, on a 106 point grid. The

MC run with the new parameters is finally carried out.

Step 3: Same as step 2, but the maximum allowed variation during the parameters fitting

is 20%.

Step 4: Same as step 2, but the maximum allowed variation during the parameters fitting

is 100% and the final run is performed at 1000 atm and 400 K, to enhance the

population of rather repulsive conformers.

Step 5: Same as step 2, but the maximum allowed variation during the parameters fitting

is 100%.

Step n: Step 5 is iteratively repeated until convergence on ∆Pn is reached.

All details concerning MC runs, as well MD simulations are reported in the Supporting

Information.
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4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Preliminary tests
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Figure 3: Selected IPES’s cross sections of the considered WFT and DFT methods for different ar-

rangements of the benzene dimer: FtF (top-left), TS (bottom-left) and PD (in two different inter-plane

separations, 3.4 Å and 3.6 Å, top and bottom right panels. respectively). Unless otherwise reported

in the legend, next to the label of the method, the 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set was employed in DFT

calculations. CCSD(T)/CBS reference values were taken from ref [78].

For a preliminary assessment of the performances of the considered WFT and DFT

methods, ∆Einter was computed for different benzene arrangements and compared with

the high quality CCSD(T)/CBS reference values reported in Ref [78]. All IPES cross

sections are reported in Figure 3 for some specific arrangements as displayed in the insets.

In particular the face-to-face (FtF), T-shaped (TS) and parallel displaced (PD) dimer

geometries are considered. Despite most of the considered methods were carried out with
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and without applying the CP corrections, for the sake of clarity only the curves closer

to the reference values are displayed in Figure 3. More specifically, the CP correction is

applied to all methods except the M06-2X functional.

In all reported cases, the most stable conformers correspond to TS and PD geometries

whose energy is about twice that of the FtF arrangements. From the comparison with the

reference CCSD(T)/CBS curves, it appears how the accuracy of all methods is generally

better on geometries than on interaction energies. Indeed the energy minima are found

at similar distances for all methods, whereas the energy curves show different vertical

shifts with respect to the reference. Major discrepancies are evident for the M06-2X

functional for one PD arrangement and even for FtF. Also CAM-B3LYP-D3 seems to

be rather inaccurate for PD arrangements and to lesser extent in the FtF arrangements.

The remaining curves are rather close to the reference one and appear to be about of the

same quality. By considering its very low computational cost, it is noteworthy noticing

the accuracy of the MP2/6-31G*(0.25) curves.

The second qualitative test was inspired by two recent experimental59 and theoretical5

Figure 4: T-shaped and Y-shaped geometries employed in a preliminary test.

investigations which allowed for a deep insight onto the structure of liquid benzene. Both

studies agree in indicating the T-shaped (TS) and Y-shaped (YS) arrangements as the

most probable conformations in liquid phase for r ∼ 5.4 Å. These statistically relevant

geometries (see Figure 4) were thus used to compare the intermolecular energy computed

at different level of theory. The results are reported in Table 1.
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method basis set ∆Einter (kJ/mol)
TS YS

CCSD(T) CBS -9.30 -9.15
MP2 6-31G*(0.25) -8.17 -8.37

B3LYP-D3 cc-pVDz -9.50 -9.58
M06-2X 6-311+G(2d,2p) -7.62 -6.65
BLYP-D3 6-311+G(2d,2p) -9.25 -9.21

CAM-B3LYP-D3 6-311+G(2d,2p) -9.21 -8.79

Table 1: Intermolecular energies ∆Einter, computed at different levels of theory, for the TS and YS
arrangements displayed in Figure 4.

According to CCSD(T)/CBS calculations (see Supporting Info for technical details),

the interaction energies of the two conformers are similar, being the TS conformer slightly

more stable. The B3LYP-D3 and BLYP-D3 functionals slightly overestimate (with av-

erage errors of 0.3 kJ/mol and 0.05 kJ/mol, respectively) the reference binding energy,

whereas CAM-B3LYP-D3 shows a very small (0.2 kJ/mol in average) underestimation.

Overall, all D3 corrected methods result in a good agreement with the CCSD(T)/CBS

values, whereas larger underestimates (up to ∼2.5 kJ/mol) are observed for M06-2X. The

MP2 results are still acceptable, especially considering the reduced dimensions of the

employed basis set. However, these preliminary tests can give no more than a qualita-

tive picture of the several methods. More robust assessments about their capability to

give accurate two-body energies should be based, rather than on few dimer geometries,

on benchmarks performed over more representative and larger regions of the IPES, as

detailed in the following.

4.2 Route II validation

Route II parameterization protocol was validated adopting initially the MP2/6-31G*(0.25)

method for the two-body energies, which was already considered by our group for param-

eterization of benzene’s FF.4

To appreciate the differences between the new route II (using MC) and the old route I

(using MD) both strategies were here followed (see Ref. [19] and Supporting Information

for details). The convergence of both iterative routes I and II was monitored through
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step dimers Route I Route II
χ ∆P ρ ∆Hvap χ ∆P ρ ∆Hvap

(kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kg/m3) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kg/m3) (kJ/mol)

1 50 0.34 3.6 893 35.0 0.42 1.2 886 35.8
2 150 0.64 5.2 928 38.0 0.61 1.9 908 36.2
3 250 0.69 0.2 929 37.9 0.53 0.1 908 36.1
4 350 0.75 1.8 883∗ - 0.53 0.9 916∗ -
5 450 0.88 0.4 918 36.0 0.66 1.5 900 34.3
6 550 - - - - 0.84 1.2 917 35.1
7 650 - - - - 0.87 0.2 918 35.3

∗ simulation performed at 1000 atm and 400 K

Table 2: Monitored properties obtained during Picky parameterization steps following route I and
route II. Fitting standard deviation (χ), convergence criterion (∆P ), mass density (ρ) and vaporization
enthalpy (∆Hvap). In both cases the intermolecular energy ∆Einter was computed at MP2/6-31G*(0.25)
level.

the ∆P index (see equation (S7) in the Supporting Information), which accounts for the

global differences between the QMD-FF IPESs of two consecutive parameterization steps.

∆P and other significant quantities arising from the MD/MC simulations, are reported

in Table 2 for each Picky step. The final intermolecular parameters, achieved with both

routes, are reported in Table B in the Supporting Information.

With a convergence threshold for ∆P of 0.5 kJ/mol, both routes reach convergence in

few steps, namely 5 and 7 for route I and II, respectively. Therefore, in the final step the

total number of sampled dimers which have required a QM calculation is 450 for route

I and 650 for route II. Owing to these large numbers and in view of future application

to more complex molecules, it is clear that the QM method should be affordable. The

standard deviation of the fitting, χ, increases from an initial value of ∼ 0.4 kJ/mol to ∼ 0.9

kJ/mol for both routes, indicating that the sample variety increases at each Picky step.

The most important result is that the two routes lead to similar results, and end up

with very similar parameters (Table B). On the one hand this confirms the robustness

of Picky parameterization, on the other hand it suggests that, due to benzene scarce

flexibility, the ∆Eintra
A/B distortion/relaxation term entering equation (4) plays in this case

a minor role.

In Table 3 the final average mass density (ρ) and vaporization enthalpy (∆Hvap) are
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FF type n. of LJ par. ρ (kg/m3) ∆Hvap (kJ/mol)
Picky QMD-FF (route I) QM derived 2 918 ± 4 35.9 ± 0.2
Picky QMD-FF (route II) QM derived 2 919 ± 4 35.7 ± 0.2

previous4 QM derived 3 911 ± 5 36.9 ± 0.4
OPT-FF5 QM derived 2 1045 ± 6 47.3 ± 0.1
AMBER035 empirical 2 836 ± 5 30.3 ± 0.1
GAFF5 empirical 2 852 ± 8 31.6 ± 0.1

OPLS-AA5 empirical 2 867 ± 4 33.6 ± 0.1
OPLS-CS5 empirical 2 947 ± 3 62.2 ± 0.1

CHARMM275 empirical 2 870 ± 6 34.2 ± 0.1
GROMOS 53A55 empirical 2 887 ± 2 35.3 ± 0.1
GROMOS 53A65 empirical 2 882 ± 3 34.5 ± 0.1

exp. - - 87450 33.952

Table 3: Selected properties of benzene condensed phase, obtained with MD simulations at 1 atm
and 298 K performed with different FFs. The first three rows refer to MP2/6-31G*(0.25) based pa-
rameterizations. The first and second rows are from the present work, whereas the third row, labeled
”previous”, is taken from Ref.[4], where a 3-parameter LJ potential and different sampling strategy were
employed. Experimental values50,52 are reported for comparison, together with literature data obtained
with different FFs in Ref. [5].

compared with their experimental counterparts as well as with other simulation results,

obtained by us4 and by Fu and Tian with a variety of FFs.5 It may be worth pointing

out that the quantities referred to route II and reported in Table 3 were obtained by

MD simulations performed with intermolecular FF parameters obtained through the new

Picky protocol here discussed and intramolecular ones derived through Joyce (see Sup-

porting Information). This includes molecular flexibility which was not considered along

the Picky steps of route II. As a consequence, both density and vaporization enthalpy

slightly differ from the corresponding final values reported in Table 2. Both Picky re-

sults are in good agreement with the experiment, being the error on ρ and ∆Hvap
∼ 5%

and ∼ 6%, respectively. The third row of Table 3 reports data from a previous work

of us4 where the FF was parameterized solely from ab initio data computed at MP2/6-

31G*(0.25) level, as in the present work. That work differs from the present one because

it uses a modified 3-parameter LJ function4 and a set of QM sampled geometries (∼ 200

dimers) a priori chosen based on chemical intuition, i.e. without the systematic search

for the statistically significant arrangements, that characterize the Picky procedure. The
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MD simulations of Ref. [4] reproduced with good accuracy many thermodynamic, struc-

tural and dynamic properties of benzene’s crystal and liquid phases, being the largest

errors an overestimation of ρ and ∆Hvap of ∼ 4% and ∼ 9%, respectively.

In a recent work, Fu and Tian5 have benchmarked the performances of several popular

force-fields on liquid benzene. They have also performed MD-NPT simulations with a FF

(named OPT-FF) obtained by directly fitting the few interaction curves of benzene dimer

at CCSD(T)/CBS level, reported in literature78,86 and in Figure 3. The resulting OPT-

FF data reported in Table 3 show a remarkable error, much larger than we found in

Ref. [4]. By considering that the MP2/6-31G*(0.25) curves displayed in Figure 3 are

close to the reference CCSD(T)/CBS ones, this different accuracy might seem somehow

surprising. This can be seen as a further indication that FF parameterizations and,

more in general, benchmark evaluations of the capability of different methods to estimate

interaction energies, should be performed on a rather wide variety of dimer arrangements

(∼ 200 in Ref. [4] and ∼ 500 in this work), whereas the failure reported for the OPT-FF

is probably connected to a small sample of the QM IPES, which was represented only

by the three investigated arrangements (FtF, TS and PD). The density and enthalpy

values obtained by Picky are well within the range of values reported in Ref. [5] for the

considered FFs, which yielded a maximum error of ∼ 8% (OPLS-CS) and a minimum

one of ∼ 1 % (OPLS-AA and CHARMM27). In this context it is also worth recalling

that most of the FFs investigated by Fu and Tian are empirically parameterized with

intermolecular parameters purposely tuned to reproduce the experimental values of ρ and

∆Hvap.

The overestimation of the vaporization enthalpy and of the mass density showed by

both Picky routes could be connected to the pure two-body nature of the QMD-FF.

Indeed, McDaniel and Schmidt33 have recently shown that the inclusion of three-body

interactions in the FF, diminishes the mass density of ∼ 5–6%. In that work, the authors

report that, in all investigated cases, this inclusion leads to densities and vaporization

enthalpies that differ from the experiment by 2% to 8%, decreasing the errors found when

only the two-body contribution to the FF was accounted for, which were about 14%.33

Thus it seems that, at least for all the systems investigated in Ref. [33], the three body
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terms have a global repulsive effect on the bulk system. In the hypothesis that something

similar could occur for benzene, the decrease of the mass density expected by adding the

three-body terms could improve the QMD-FF results. However, the inclusion of such

effects goes beyond the aims of the present work, and will be the object of a future

investigation.

4.3 Benchmarking DFT functionals

The QMD-FF protocol here validated was implemented with the aim of developing spe-

cific and accurate FFs for large, flexible molecules, whose properties are not included

in the training sets employed in most popular (transferable) FFs. Example of this kind

of targets may stand in liquid crystalline compounds, organic dyes, functionalized poly-

mers, organo-metal compounds, molecules in electronically excited states, etc. In most

of these cases, the computational bottleneck consists indeed in the systematic QM com-

putation of ∆Einter. This scenario rules out very accurate approaches as for instance

CCSD(T)/CBS86 or SAPT,33,34 whereas the computational feasibility of the DFT based

methods is certainly appealing. For this reason several popular DFT approaches will

be investigated in the following in their ability to accurately represent aromatic IPES’s

through the Picky protocol. Despite routes I and II lead to similar results at least for

the case considered, route II will be used, as it is more suitable for flexible molecules, and

therefore more general than route I.

Picky ’s route II was applied to the benzene bulk system, using QM data computed

with some popular DFT functionals, corrected in a more or less empirical way, with

dispersion energy. The results are reported in Table 4 for each Picky step and for the

final simulation performed with the flexible model. As stated below the density and the

enthalpy along the Picky steps were obtained by MC calculations with frozen internal

geometry, whereas the same properties, reported in the last row of Table 4, are calculated

by a final MD simulation with no geometrical constraint, performed by coupling the

Picky parameters with the Joyce FF. Both types of simulation were performed at 298

K and 1 atm, for systems of 216 and 512 molecules, respectively. The final intermolecular

parameters are reported in detail in the Supporting Information, Tables C and D. As
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step B3LYP-D3 M06-2X
χ ∆P ρ ∆Hvap χ ∆P ρ ∆Hvap

(kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kg/m3) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kg/m3) (kJ/mol)

1 0.3 5.1 933 40.2 0.72 11.2 796 24.5
2 0.5 0.9 948 40.2 1.10 3.83 804 25.0
3 0.5 2.1 953 41.1 1.02 0.78 802 28.6
4 0.6 0.1 916b) - 0.87 0.88 805b) -
5 0.7 2.3 931 39.0 0.90 0.06 780 23.8
6 0.7 0.1 930 39.0 - - - -

finala) - - 939 ± 5 39.9 ± 0.2 - - 795 ± 8 24.3 ± 0.3

step BLYP-D3 CAM-B3LYP-D3
χ ∆P ρ ∆Hvap χ ∆P ρ ∆Hvap

(kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kg/m3) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) (kg/m3) (kJ/mol)

1 0.31 0.72 934 39.8 0.22 4.0 914 37.1
2 0.67 1.56 975 43.3 0.53 0.9 911 36.5
3 0.66 0.94 968 43.0 0.55 1.2 919 36.4
4 0.65 0.12 920b) - 0.60 0.5 886b) -
5 0.68 0.20 960 41.3 0.72 0.4 923 36.2

finala) - - 960 ± 6 41.7 ± 0.3 - - 926 ± 5 36.8 ± 0.2
a) final run performed accounting for flexibility through Joyce intramolecular FF
b) simulations performed at 1000 atm and 400 K

Table 4: Monitored properties obtained during Picky parameterization route II coupled with the
investigated functionals. Fitting standard deviation (χ), convergence criterion (∆P ), mass density (ρ)
and and vaporization enthalpy (∆Hvap).

apparent from Table 4, the four functionals lead to rather different results, both along

the Picky steps and for the final value obtained by MD simulations. In particular three

functionals lead to an overestimation of the density, whereas the M06-2X gives rise to a

rather low density. The errors on the vaporization enthalpy are consistent with those of

the density, confirming that the overestimation of both quantities is a signature of a too

attractive intermolecular potential energy.

These results somehow are in qualitative accord with the data reported in Table 1, that

show the intermolecular energy for the TS and YS conformers. Assuming again that the

CCSD(T) results are close to the exact values, it appears that, as far as the DFT energies

are concerned, there is a correspondence between the overestimation of the interaction

energy and the same for both the density and enthalpy. The opposite occurs for M06-2X
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which underestimate both intermolecular energy and thermodynamic properties. However

a one-to-one correspondence between the accuracy of the intermolecular energy for the

TS/YS conformers and that of the final thermodynamic properties cannot be established.

Indeed, the best agreement among the tested D3 corrected functionals, with respect to

reference CC values, is found for the two conformers with BLYP-D3, whereas the most

accurate estimates of the benzene thermodynamics are obtained with the CAM-B3LYP-

D3 based FF. This observation suggest that the quality of the intermolecular energies in

a limited number of dimer arrangements, even if statistically significant, can not provide

a robust criterion to predict the quality of the thermodynamic properties.
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Figure 5: Left panel: interaction energies (∆Einter, computed at the CCSD(T)/CBS level), distance

between the centers of mass of the two monomers (RCM−CM ) and angle between the vectors normal

to the ring planes (θ) computed for the 50 dimers sampled in Picky Step 1. Right panel: differences

(∆) between the interaction energies computed at CCSD(T)/CBS level and with the chosen lower level

method (MP2 or DFT).

Nonetheless, it would be desirable to establish an a priori procedure to evaluate the
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accuracy of the DFT functionals without performing the whole Picky procedure and the

consequent simulations. To this end, one may exploit the fact that in all parameteri-

zations the first 50 dimers selected in Step 1, come from the same initial MC run and

provide a statistically relevant collection of different dimer arrangements. To evaluate

DFT performances in a more significant way, ∆Einter was compared with that purposely

computed at CCSD(T)/CBS level for all these 50 dimers. Results are reported in Figure

5: in the left panel, from bottom to top ∆Einter (reference CCSD(T) values), the dis-

tance RCM−CM between the centers of mass of the two monomers and the angle θ (see

also Figure 4) are displayed for each conformer. The right panel displays the DFT and

MP2 energies minus the reference ones, so that positive numbers correspond to energies

higher (less attractive) than CCSD(T)/CBS ones. According to the left-bottom panel of

Figure 5, the dimers are arranged for increasing energy which roughly correspond to an

increasing distance between centers of mass. It appears that the distributions of both

RCM−CM and θ confirm the ability of the Picky methodology in sampling a wide variety

of arrangements.

The first general comment concerns with the distributions of the energy deviations

versus the intermolecular distance. Supposing again that the CCSD(T)/CBS data are

very close to the exact values, is it evident that the errors are higher at low distances

and involve more or less all DFT functionals as well as MP2. Within the D3 corrected

methods, it is apparent as the CAM-B3LYP-D3 functional yields the best results. The

largest errors are found for dimers 1 and 4 and 26, which though correspond to PD-like

arrangements at RCM−CM ≃ 4, whose statistical weight is expected5,59 to be moderate.

There are some resemblances between the B3LYP-D3 and the CAM-B3LYP-D3 data, but

the former shows a general best adherence to CCSD(T) data. The BLYP-D3 deviations

are rather scattered and it is in general difficult to establish whether it is too attractive or

too repulsive. The M06-2X energies are clearly too small in the attractive region probably

from and underestimation of the dispersion energy, and are consistent with the low values

of the density and vaporization enthalpy reported in Table 4 for this functional. Finally

MP2 data seem to be less attractive than CCSD(T) data, even if this does not occur at

very low intermolecular distances where the deviations are negative.
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In conclusion, the data reported in Figure 5 provide a look over a squeeze of relevant

dimer arrangements and allow to draw some conclusions about the quality of the DFT and

MP2 intermolecular energies. Although this comparison is clearly more significant than

the previous ones, based on a priori selected dimer arrangements, the conclusions one

can draw about the final thermodynamic properties are still uncertain for energy errors

scattered as in the considered cases.

4.4 Benzene condensed phase properties with QMD-FF

Based on the results of the previous section, the best DFT derived FF is the one param-

eterized using the CAM-B3LYP-D3 functional. The parameters of this FF are reported

in Table 5 (for a list of all final parameters and fitting standard deviations see Table D

in the Supporting Information). It might be worth recalling that, as the QMD-FF pa-

Atom QMD-FF QM charges
ǫ σ q qvac qPCM

(kJ/mol) (Å) (a.u.) (a.u.) (a.u.)

C 0.390 3.52 -0.143 -0.128 -0.136
H 0.027 2.39 0.143 0.128 0.136

Table 5: Final intermolecular parameters obtained with Picky parameterization route II based on
CAM-B3LYP-D3//6-311+G(2d,2p) . In the last two columns RESP charges, obtained at the same level
of theory, are reported for the benzene monomer in vacuo (vac) and in the neat liquid (PCM ).

rameters were derived by minimizing the functional (8) with no constraint, the ǫ, σ and

q parameters entering equation (6) should be considered merely as fitting parameters.

Therefore, any attempt to attribute some physical meaning to a single contribution of the

terms listed in (7), as for instance assigning the dispersion energy to the 1
R6 term alone,

should be taken with care.

Nonetheless, for a first estimate of the physical relevance of the QMD-FF, it can be

useful to compare the atomic charges obtained with the present parameterization with the

ones obtained by fitting the QM computed electrostatic potential of a single monomer. To

this end, the atomic charges were computed through the restrained electrostatic poten-

tial (RESP) procedure,87 using the charge density determined at CAM-B3LYP-D3//6-

311+G(2d,2p) level. Two separate calculations were conceived, in which the benzene
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monomer is considered either in vacuo or embedded in a benzene solution, employing the

polarizable continuum model (PCM).88 The resulting charges are reported in the last two

columns of Table 5. It appears that the QMD-FF charges are closer to the ones computed

in PCM than to those obtained in vacuo. Since the former set takes into account the po-

larization effects due to the surrounding medium, the similar values obtained in QMD-FF

can be seen as a first indication of the FF quality.

For a more robust assessment of the CAM-B3LYP based QMD-FF performances,

the resulting benzene liquid phase was further characterized by computing structure,

thermodynamic and dynamic properties. To better assess the reliability of the employed

QMD-FF and, consequently, of its reference DFT functional, all the results are compared

both to avaliable experimental data and to the outcomes of several popular FFs, reported

in Ref. [5].
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Figure 6: Pair correlation functions (ginter(r), bottom and g(r), middle panel) and number of neighbor-

ing molecules (N(r), top panel), computed from simulations performed with the QMD-FF (parameterized

over CAM-B3LYP), are compared to their experimental counterparts, taken from Refs. [59] and Ref. [56].

Dotted brown lines evidence the number of neighbors within the first shell.

The structure of liquid benzene was investigated by radial, axial and axial-radial distri-
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bution functions. In Figure 6, the ginter(r) and g(r) radial correlation functions, computed

between pairs of benzene molecules, are compared to their experimental counterparts.

While the latter is the standard pair correlation function between molecular centers of

mass,1,2 the former can be derived averaging4,56 the atom-atom pair correlations as

ginter(r) =
gCC(r)

4
+

gHH(r)

4
+

gCH(r)

2
(9)

The agreement between experimental56 and computed ginter(r) (bottom panel) is ex-

cellent: both functions display two rather broad bands, centered at ∼ 6 and 10 Å, roughly

corresponding to the first two solvation shells. Interestingly, computed results also en-

hance a small shoulder, around 5 Å, also present, but less marked, in the experimental line.

Similarly, the computed and experimental59 g(r) reported in the middle panel of Figure 6

are very close, and agree with ginter(r) in the description of the first and second neighbor

shells. Finally, the integration of the computed g(r) functions up to 7.5 Å, i.e. approxi-

matively the radius of the first solvation shell, yields a number of first neighbors (12) in

quantitative agreement with that reported in Ref. [59]. The structure of the neat liquid
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Figure 7: Angular-radial distribution function, g(r, θ), computed over the MD-NPT trajectory, at 1

atm and 298 K, performed with the QMD-FF parameterized through the CAM-B3LYP-D3 functional.

Distances are reported in Å, whereas the θ angle is displayed in degrees.

can be further unraveled by considering the distribution on the angle θ (see Figure 4 and
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also Refs. [59] and [5]). The scenario emerging from the analysis of the angular-radial

distribution function, g(r, θ), displayed in Figure 7, is also in good agreement with the

one recently reported (see also Figure 9 of Ref. [59]) by Headen and coworkers, based

on high-resolution neutron diffraction measurements.59 In fact, the employed QMD-FF

not only succeeds in reliably accounting for the most probable θ (∼ 90◦ , red peak in

Figure 7), but also well describes the increase of stacked conformers (θ between 0◦ and

20◦ ) at shorter distances (cyan region below 5 Å). These orientational features become
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Figure 8: Number of benzene molecules, within selected regions, as a function of the angle θ between

the benzene molecular planes. a) benzene molecules within the whole first coordination shell ( 0 < r <

7.5 Å, solid blue and cyan lines, for experimental and QMD-FF computed results, respectively) vs the

distribution achieved in the isotropic bulk (dashed red and magenta lines for experimental and QMD-FF

computed results, respectively). b) benzene molecules within the inner part of first coordination shell (

0 < r < r∗, with r∗ = 5.0 and 4.75 Å, for experimental and QMD-FF computed results). c) benzene

molecules within the outer part of first coordination shell (r∗ < r < 7.5Å).

even clearer by considering the axial distribution alone, which is plotted in Figure 8 and

compared to the curves derived from the experiment.59 Following Headen suggestions,

the number of benzene molecules as a function of θ is computed in three different regions

of the bulk (the whole first neighbor shell and its inner and outer parts) and in the bulk

itself. A picture again very similar to the one drawn by the experiment appears, even if

the most probable angle at short distances is somewhat larger than that suggested by the
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experiment. Given the similarity (χ ∼ 0.7 kJ/mol) between the adopted QMD-FF and

its reference DFT IPES, the above agreement with the experimental structural features a

posteriori confirms the quality of the description of aromatic interactions achieved with

the CAM-B3LYP-D3 functional.

However, as correctly pointed out by Fu and Tian,5 the reliability of a model should

be assessed not only based on structure, but also on the capability to reproduce ther-

modynamic behavior. To this end, bulk density, vaporization enthalpy and specific heat

at constant pressure (cP ) have been computed at 1 atm and 298 K (details are given

in the Supporting Info, equations (S8)-(S10)), and compared in Table 6. The errors on

FF ρ (kg/m3) ∆Hvap (kJ/mol) cP (J mol−1 K−1)
GROMOS53A6 881 34.5 155.6
CHARMM27 870 34.2 157.3
AMBER03 834 30.3 153.1
GAFF 852 31.6 163.6
OPLS 867 33.6 139.3

OPT-FF 1045 47.3 147.3
QMD-FF 926 36.9 132.8

exp. 874 33.9 135.7

Table 6: Average thermodynamic properties computed at 298 K and 1 atm in this work with the QMD-
FF parameterized over the CAM-B3LYP-D3 functional and through different popular FFs, as reported in
Ref. [5] Experimental values are also reported in the last raw: density, vaporization enthalpy and specific
heat, were taken from Refs. [50], [52], and [64], respectively.

density and vaporization enthalpy are comparable to those exhibited by the cited popular

FFs. This is a good results, considering that many of the latter were tuned to reproduced

these two properties specifically. Indeed, the experimental specific heat is also nicely

reproduced, with an accuracy similar to the best of the empirical FFs (i.e. OPLS).

An even more stringent validation on the quality of a FF can be achieved by considering

also dynamic properties. The translational diffusion coefficient (D), the re-orientational

times of the molecular axes parallel (τĈ2
) or perpendicular (τĈ6

) to the aromatic plane and

the shear viscosity (η) have been computed from purposely produced NVE trajectories.

To not overwhelm the reader with unnecessary information, all computational details

concerning the calculation of these quantities are reported in the Supporting Information,
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equations (S11)-(S16).

By looking at Table 7, it appears that also the benzene dynamics is described with good

accuracy, except the translational diffusion process. Indeed, the re-orientational times τĈ2
,

FF D (10−9 m2/s) τĈ2
(ps) τĈ6

(ps) ηS (10−9 m−1 s−1)

GROMOS53A6 1.78 1.19 1.79 0.660
CHARMM27 1.97 1.10 1.41 0.567
AMBER03 2.79 1.09 1.401 0.364
GAFF 2.33 1.24 1.71 0.431
OPLS 1.97 1.19 1.59 0.547

OPT-FF 0.35 2.53 6.16 3.280
QMD-FF 1.20 1.40 1.90 0.620

exp. 2.20 [0.9-1.3] - 0.601

Table 7: Dynamic properties computed at 298 K and 1 atm in this work and through different FFs, as
reported in Ref. [5] Experimental values are given the last row. From left to right: translational diffusion
coefficient D (Ref. [89]), spinning τ

Ĉ2
and tumbling τ

Ĉ6
relaxation times (Ref. [69]) and shear viscosity

(η, Ref. [90].

connected to the spinning motion, is almost within the experimental range, whereas the

slower relaxation of the tumbling motion (τĈ6
) with respect to spinning is well reproduced.

This can be seen as a further confirmation of the well balanced description of the benzene

IPES achieved with the QMD-FF. Conversely, the remarkable overestimation of τĈ6
found

in Ref. [5] for the OPT-FF, is possibly connected to the biased sampling adopted, and

to the consequent overestimation of the statistical weight of the stacked interactions,

which might be the cause of the enormous slow down (τĈ6
> 6 ps) of the tumbling

motion. The shear viscosity is also in excellent agreement with the experimental value,

testifying that the collective motions are well reproduced. Turning to the translational

diffusion, the rather large underestimation of the D coefficient is probably connected to

the overestimated bulk density, which, though only ∼ 5% higher than the experimental

value, seems the major lack of the QMD-FF. Considering the similarity (see Figure 5) of

the CAM-B3LYP IPES with the reference CCSD(T) one, the former inaccuracy (as that

registered on ∆Hvap) could be in principle ascribed to the missing three-body terms, as

previously discussed.

Finally, there is another point of strength of QMD-FF parameterization that deserves
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being addressed. Since a pure ab initio potential does not depend on the applied ther-

modynamic conditions, the same level of accuracy should be expected from simulations

performed at different temperatures and pressures. This does not necessarily hold for

empirical ”effective” potentials, which are tuned in well determined thermodynamic con-

ditions, outside of which accurate performances cannot be ensured. Since the specific heat

at constant pressure is connected to the enthalpy derivative with respect to the tempera-

ture, the good agreement showed for cP in Table 6 can be seen as a first confirmation of the

aforementioned QMD-FF feature. To further investigate this issue, additional properties

were computed from the variation of some relevant quantities as a function of tempera-

ture. Supplementary MD runs, at 280 K and 320 K, were performed on system of 512

benzene molecules at 1 atm, again adopting the QMD-FF. First, the thermal expansion

coefficient α was computed from the variation of the volume of the simulation box in

the three NPT runs. Next, since diffusion process are expected to follow an Arrhenius

behavior, the activation energy of the translational and re-orientational processes can be

computed from the dependence on temperature of D and τ ’s, respectively, as:

C(T ) = C0e
−

Ea
k

RT ; C = D, τĈ2
, τĈ6

(10)

The resulting values of these properties are reported in Table 8 together with their experi-

mental counterparts and those obtained through OPLS FF in Ref. [4]. From inspection of

FF α (10−3 K−1) Ea
tr (kJ/mol) Ea

rot,Ĉ2
(kJ/mol) Ea

rot,Ĉ6
(kJ/mol)

OPLS 1.56 16.0 8.1 11.3
QMD-FF 1.19 12.5 8.1 12.9

exp. 1.198 13.0 8.2 13.3

Table 8: Additional properties computed from the simulations at 280 K, 298 K and 320 K. The values
with the OPLS FF were previously obtained in Ref. [4]. Experimental values are given the last raw.
From left to right: thermal expansion coefficient,91 activation energy for the translational diffusion Ref.53

and activation energies for the spinning and tumbling motions.69

the latter Table, it is evident that the QMD-FF results nicely agree with the experiment,

hence enforcing the reliability of the Picky protocol.
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5 Conclusions

In this work the automated Joyce and Picky procedures, previously developed in our

group, are exploited to set up a multi-level protocol with the aim of assessing the ability

of a chosen QM method to describe two-body IPESs. Several dispersion corrected DFT

functionals, as well as other WFT based methods, were benchmarked for the benzene

molecule, chosen as prototype of aromatic π-π interactions.

First, the quality of each tested functional was assessed with respect to reference

CCSD(T)/CBS data, computed for selected geometrical arrangements. The benchmarked

functionals showed remarkably different performances, especially in estimating the strength

of the interaction, which was found to sensibly depend on the considered dimer arrange-

ment. After Picky parameterization, these deviations reflected in different QMD-FF

parameters and, therefore, in different properties, predicted by simulations.

The best results were obtained by employing the QMD-FF parameterized over the

IPES sampled with the Grimme dispersion correction coupled with the CAM-B3LYP

functional. Indeed, thermodynamic, structure and dynamic properties of the benzene

liquid phase, computed through MD simulations performed with the CAM-B3LYP-D3

derived FF, were in good agreement with both experimental measures and the recently

reviewed outcomes of several popular FFs. This success was traced back in the ability of

the CAM-B3LYP-D3 functional to yields accurate estimates (with respect to the refer-

ence CCSD(T) data) of the dimer interaction energies for the most populated geometrical

arrangement. Conversely, despite their ability in accurately mimic the CCSD(T)/CBS

values for some conformations, other functionals were found to fail in giving a well bal-

anced representation of the benzene IPES.

It is important noticing that the differences among CAM-B3LYP-D3, B3LYP-D3 and

BLYP-D3 become apparent when a large portion of the IPES is considered, whereas bench-

marks performed over few selected geometries could erroneously lead to the conclusion

that they all provide a similar accuracy. The capability to extract a statistically relevant

sample of conformers, given by the Picky procedure, is therefore crucial in the attempt

to obtain classical FFs from QM information only. In fact, the remarkable improvement

in the prediction of condensed phase properties found for all considered QMD-FFs, with
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respect to the literature OPT-FF, is probably connected with the inadequate number of

conformers employed in the parameterization of the OPT-FF.

On the contrary, the good results achieved here for benzene and, previously, for pyri-

dine, seem to enforce the robustness of the Picky protocol in sampling dimer IPES. Nev-

ertheless, few points appear to call for further investigation and improvements. First, the

Picky parameterization protocol relies on solely two-body IPES. As mentioned through-

out the text, neglecting the three-body terms leads to an overestimation of the interaction

energies, which, in turn, causes an overestimation of the bulk densities. Second, the sim-

plicity of the potential functions (standard LJ and Coulomb terms) and the lack of polar-

izable charges in the adopted QMD-FFs lead to an imperfect fit between the QM and MM

IPESs, undermining the connection between the DFT functional and the final simulation

outcomes. Finally, in its present formulation, the Picky protocol is only applicable to

pure liquids and crystals. However, work is in progress to extend the parameterization to

mixtures, solutions and, eventually, inhomogeneous systems.

The fact that some of the macroscopic properties computed with empirical FFs are in

better agreement with their experimental counterparts should not be surprising. As pre-

viously stated, most of the empirical parameters characterizing the latter FFs were tuned

specifically to reproduce benzenes density and vaporization enthalpy, thus these quan-

tities should not be considered when comparing the performances of empirical against

QMD force-fields. Moreover, it should be pointed out that rather than seeking general

and transferable parameters, the present protocol is aimed to set up specific force-fields,

purposely tailored for the target molecule under study. For this reason QMD-FFs can

be exploited in all those cases where standard FFs fail and/or an empirical parameteri-

zation is impossible due to the lack of experimental data. Examples of this applications

are liquid crystalline phases, probe molecules in their excited states, inorganic-organic

hybrid materials, condensed phases in non-standard thermodynamic conditions, unusual

substituents, etc. . Some of these cases are currently under investigation in our group.
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